1. Obtain location of nearest CWMS pipe work from Council
   Contact Technical Officer Works & Engineering - 8563 8479

2. Have the proposed extension to the CWMS designed by a Civil Engineer or Licensed Plumber.
   The detailed design and documentation should cover the location of the extension, connection point, inspection point/s. invert levels and ground levels etc

3. Complete an “APPLICATION FOR CONSTRUCTION OR MODIFICATIONS ON COUNCIL PROPERTY”

4. Provide completed application and design to Council for consideration and compliance. Additional conditions may be added to the Application due to the nature of the CWMS extension.

5. The APPLICATION FOR CONSTRUCTION OR MODIFICATIONS ON COUNCIL PROPERTY form is returned to applicant when approved.

6. Applicant to notify Council 24 hours prior to the following
   • Commencement of any work on site.
   • Testing and backfill of all CWMS pipelines and associated infrastructure

7. Applicant carries out required work (Council may inspect during construction).

8. Applicant to notify Technical Officer Works & Engineering on completion of works.

Additional Design/Construction Requirements

1. The drain shall be of 100mm UPVC
2. The drain shall be bedded, haunched and covered by 5mm screenings.
3. Must comply with AS.2032-1977 and AS3500.2-1990
4. Minimum Grade 0.4%

The above application process does not replace or affect the normal development application or approval process.